UrbanWINS - Webinar 2

More sustainable and circular urban metabolisms with Participatory mechanisms

UrbanWINS Webinar 2 - Programme

Friday, 2\textsuperscript{nd} February 2018, at 11.00-12.30 (CET)
Join the event here: \url{https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/518408037}

ON-LINE SESSION

11.00 Welcome and introduction
Introduction by CEIFAcoop, CRL.

11.10 From participation to Collaboration
Álvaro Cidrais (regional development expert, Lusíada University of Lisbon)

11.25 Urban Agoras - participatory mechanisms in waste management
Lia Vasconcelos (Professor at DCEA and researcher at MARE-NOVA, New University of Lisbon, Faculty of Science and Technology)

11.40 City's experience with participatory methods
Joan Espel Camprubí (Technician for European Projects, Manresa City Council)

11.55 Supporting stakeholder engagement by connecting online communities with face to face workshops
(Gabriela Mîndru) Romania Green Building Council (RoGBC)

12.10 Questions and Answers

For more information: \url{www.urbanwins.eu}
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram: @UrbanWINS
Join the conversation: #UrbanWINS
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